Election of a Member of the House of Laity

Stage 1
Quota = 122.00

Stage 2
Excluding RITSPERIS, Athos
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from RITSPERIS, Athos: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00
Transfer to KIRK, Alison: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to PALAYIWA, Millius: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00

Stage 3
Excluding PALAYIWA, Millius
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from PALAYIWA, Millius: 10 at 1.00 = 10.00
Transfer to GREENMAN, Peter Timothy: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to HAYWOOD, Maria Catharine Oclanis: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to JOHNSON, Mark Reginald: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to KIRK, Alison: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 3 at 1.00 = 3.00
Transfer to LASMAN, Jeremy Joseph: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00

Stage 4
Excluding JOHNSON, Mark Reginald
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from JOHNSON, Mark Reginald: 18 at 1.00 = 18.00
Transfer to GREENMAN, Peter Timothy: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to HAYWOOD, Maria Catharine Oclanis: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to KIRK, Alison: 3 at 1.00 = 3.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 6 at 1.00 = 6.00
Transfer to LASMAN, Jeremy Joseph: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00

Stage 5
Excluding HAYWOOD, Maria Catharine Oclanis
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from HAYWOOD, Maria Catharine Oclanis: 22 at 1.00 = 22.00
Transfer to GREENMAN, Peter Timothy: 6 at 1.00 = 6.00
Transfer to KIRK, Alison: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 7 at 1.00 = 7.00
Transfer to LASMAN, Jeremy Joseph: 5 at 1.00 = 5.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00

Stage 6
Excluding KIRK, Alison
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from KIRK, Alison: 31 at 1.00 = 31.00
Transfer to GREENMAN, Peter Timothy: 5 at 1.00 = 5.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 5 at 1.00 = 5.00
Transfer to LASMAN, Jeremy Joseph: 17 at 1.00 = 17.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00

Stage 7
Excluding GREENMAN, Peter Timothy
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from GREENMAN, Peter Timothy: 61 at 1.00 = 61.00
Transfer to LAMB, Helen Louise: 46 at 1.00 = 46.00
Transfer to LASMAN, Jeremy Joseph: 7 at 1.00 = 7.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 8 at 1.00 = 8.00

LAMB, Helen Louise ELECTED
With 141.00 over quota 122.00

***Finished***